A method for generating polynomial invariants of imperative programs is presented using the abstract interpretation framework. It is shown that for programs with polynomial assignments, an invariant consisting of a conjunction of polynomial equalities can be automatically generated for each program point. The proposed approach takes into account tests in conditional statements as well as in loops, insofar as they can be abstracted into polynomial equalities and disequalities. The semantics of each program statement is given as a transformation on polynomial ideals. Merging of execution paths is defined as the intersection of the polynomial ideals associated with each path. For loop junctions, a family of widening operators based on selecting polynomials up to a certain degree is proposed. The presented method has been implemented and successfully tried on many programs. Heuristics employed in the implementation to improve its efficiency are discussed, and tables providing details about its performance are included.
Introduction
There has recently been a surge of interest in research on automatic generation of invariants in imperative programs. This is perhaps due to the successful development of powerful automated reasoning tools including BDD packages, SAT solvers, model checkers, decision procedures for common data structures in applications (such as numbers, lists, arrays, ...), as well as theorem provers for first-order logic, higher-order logic and induction. These tools have been successfully used in application domains such as hardware circuits and designs, software and protocol analysis.
A method for generating polynomial invariants for imperative programs is developed in this paper. It is analogous to the approach proposed in [12] for finding linear inequalities as invariants based on the abstract interpretation framework [9] . The proposed method, in contrast, generates polynomial equalities as invariants by soundly abstracting the semantics of programming language constructs in terms of ideal-theoretic operations. It is shown that, for programs with polynomial assignments, an invariant consisting of a conjunction of polynomial equalities can be automatically generated for each program point.
The presented approach is able to handle nested loops 1 and also takes into account tests in conditional statements and loops, insofar as they can be abstracted into polynomial equalities and disequalities. Merging of execution paths in a program is defined as the intersection of the polynomial ideals associated with each path. In order to ensure termination, a family of widening operators [9, 12] is proposed based on retaining only the polynomials of degree ≤ d in the intersection of ideals (at the merging of paths). This is achieved by computing a Gröbner basis [13, 14] with a graded term ordering and keeping only those polynomials in the basis with degree ≤ d, where both the term ordering and the degree bound are parameters of the analysis.
The proposed method has been implemented using Macaulay 2 [19] , an algebraic geometry tool that supports operations on polynomial ideals such as the computation of Gröbner bases. Using this implementation, loop invariants for several programs have been successfully generated automatically.
The method does not need pre/postconditions for deriving invariants. Further, if tests in conditional statements and loops are ignored, and if all right-hand sides of assignments are linear, the technique finds all polynomial invariants of degree ≤ d, where d is the degree bound in the widening. In that sense, the method is sound and complete.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related work is briefly reviewed. Section 3 gives background information on polynomial ideals, operations on them and special bases of polynomial ideals called Gröbner bases. Section 4 introduces a simple programming language used in the paper for presenting the method (although, in fact, the proposed techniques are independent of the programming model and can be applied in more general settings). Section 5 discusses the abstraction and concretization functions from variable values to ideals and viceversa, so that the framework of abstract interpretation is applicable. Section 6 gives the semantics of programming constructs using ideal-theoretic operations. For each kind of statement, it is shown how the output polynomial ideal can be obtained from the input polynomial ideals. Most importantly, Subsection 6.5 presents the semantics of loop junction nodes using widening operators. Section 7 shows that, if tests in conditionals and loops are ignored and all assignments are linear, the proposed method is sound and complete in the sense that, for every program point, all of the invariants of degree ≤ d are discovered, where d is the parameter used in the widening operator. Section 8 illustrates the application of the method on some examples, which have been analyzed by a prototype invariant generator that has been implemented using the algebraic geometry tool Macaulay 2 [19] . A number of heuristics to improve the efficiency of the implementation are provided, together with tables comparing these heuristics on a benchmark of programs taken from the literature. Finally, Section 9 concludes and discusses ideas for extending this research.
Related Work
As stated above, the approach in this paper complements the method proposed by Cousot and Halbwachs [12] , who applied the framework of abstract interpretation [9] to the generation of linear inequalities as invariants. That work extended Karr's algorithm [24] for finding invariant linear equalities at any program point.
Recently, there has been a surge of interest in automatically deriving polynomial invariants of imperative programs. For programs with linear assignments, Müller-Olm and Seidl [29] have proposed an interprocedural method for computing polynomial equalities of bounded degree as invariants. The same authors [27] have also found a technique for discovering all the polynomial invariants of bounded degree in a program with polynomial assignments and just disequality tests. In contrast, our method can deal with non-linear polynomial assignments and both equality and disequality tests, at the cost of losing completeness.
In [31, 32] , we have developed an abstract framework for generating invari-ants of loops without nesting. This framework has been instantiated to generate conjunctions of polynomial equalities as invariants. The method uses the Gröbner basis algorithm to compute such invariants, and can be shown to be sound and complete. However, it cannot handle nested loops; furthermore, tests in conditional statements and loops are ignored.
In [34] , Sankaranarayanan et al. have presented a method for generating nonlinear polynomials as invariants, which starts with a template polynomial with undetermined coefficients and attempts to find values for the coefficients so that the template is invariant by means of the Gröbner basis algorithm. Kapur has proposed a related approach using quantifier elimination [22] . Unlike these techniques, our method has been implemented and tried on many examples with considerable success.
Finally, at the 2004 Static Analysis Symposium in Verona, Italy, we have learned about an approach similar to ours [30] by Colón [7] , based on abstract interpretation and the concept of pseudo-ideal. Whereas Colón's method can only consider equality tests, our method can handle both equality and disequality tests. This difference can be crucial in certain applications, like the analysis of Petri nets [5, 27] and cache coherence protocols [15] , as can be seen with the examples in Section 8.
Preliminaries

Ideals and Varieties
Given a field K, let K[x] = K[x 1 , ..., x n ] denote the ring of polynomials in the variables x 1 , ..., x n with coefficients from K. An ideal is a set I ⊆ K[x] that contains 0, is closed under addition and is such that if p ∈ K[x] and q ∈ I, then pq ∈ I. Given a set of polynomials S ⊆ K[x], the ideal spanned by S is
This is the minimal ideal containing S, and we denote it by S K[x] or simply by S . For an ideal I ⊆ K[x], a set S ⊆ K[x] such that I = S is called a basis of I, and we say that S generates I.
Given two ideals
, their intersection I ∩ J is an ideal. However, the union of ideals is, in general, not an ideal. The sum of I and J, I + J = {p + q | p ∈ I, q ∈ J}, is the minimal ideal that contains I ∪ J. The quotient of I into J is the ideal I : J = {p | ∀q ∈ J, pq ∈ I}.
For any set S of polynomials in K[x], the variety of S over K n is defined as its set of zeroes,
When referring to varieties, we can assume S to be an ideal, since V( S ) = V(S). For A ⊆ K n , the ideal
is called the ideal of A. We write IV(S) instead of I(V(S)).
Ideals and varieties are dual concepts, in the sense that given ideals I, J,
and A ⊆ B implies I(A) ⊇ I(B). However, in general for any two varieties V , W , the inclusion I(V ∩ W ) ⊇ I(V ) + I(W ) holds and may be strict; but I(V ∩ W ) = IV(I(V ) + I(W )) is always true. For any ideal I, the inclusion I ⊆ IV(I) holds; IV(I) represents the largest set of polynomials with the same zeroes as I. Since any I satisfying I = IV(I) is the ideal of the variety V(I), we say that any such I is an ideal of variety. For any A ⊆ K n , it can be seen that the ideal I(A) is an ideal of variety. For further detail on these concepts, see [13, 14] .
Gröbner Bases: Special Bases of Ideals
A term in a tuplex = (x 1 , ..., x n ) of variables is an expression of the form
The set of terms is denoted by T . A monomial is an expression of the form c · p, with c ∈ K and p ∈ T . The degree of a monomial c ·xᾱ with c = 0 is deg(c ·xᾱ) = α 1 + · · · + α n . The degree of a non-null polynomial is the maximum of the degrees of its monomials. Let
An admissible term ordering is a relation over T such that:
(1) is a total ordering over T .
Moreover, is called a graded term ordering if ∀ᾱ,β ∈ N n , deg(xᾱ) > deg(xβ) impliesxᾱ xβ.
Term orderings extend to monomials by ignoring the coefficients and comparing the corresponding terms. The most common term orderings are defined as follows, assuming that x 1 x 2 · · · x n :
• Lexicographical Ordering (lex). Ifᾱ,β ∈ N n , thenxᾱ lexxβ iff the leftmost non-zero entry inᾱ −β is positive.
• Graded Lexicographical Ordering (grlex). Ifᾱ,β ∈ N n , thenxᾱ grlex xβ iff deg(xᾱ) > deg(xβ), or deg(xᾱ) = deg(xβ) andxᾱ lexxβ .
• Graded Reverse Lexicographical Ordering (grevlex). Ifᾱ,β ∈ N n , thenxᾱ grevlexxβ iff deg(xᾱ) > deg(xβ), or deg(xᾱ) = deg(xβ) and the rightmost non-zero entry inᾱ −β is negative.
The orderings grlex and grevlex are examples of graded term orderings.
Term orderings are used to define a notion of reduction over polynomials. For any polynomial g ∈ K[x], let lm(g) denote the largest monomial (with respect to a fixed term ordering) among all the monomials in g, which we call the leading monomial of g. Given polynomials f, g ∈ K[x], the reduction relation is defined as f g −→ f iff there exists a monomial m in f such that lm(g) divides m and
The purpose of this reduction is to eliminate the monomial m from f using g. Given a finite set of polynomials G, we write
and also
if f reduces to f in finitely many reduction steps. If a polynomial cannot be further reduced, we say that it is in normal form modulo G. Thanks to the properties of term orderings, for any polynomial f a normal form of f modulo G can be computed in a finite number of steps. However, in general, normal forms are not necessarily unique.
Given an ideal I, a Gröbner basis of I is a finite set of polynomials G satisfying I = G and such that normal forms modulo G are unique, i.e., for any
If G = {g 1 , ..., g k } is a Gröbner basis of an ideal I, then ∀f ∈ I, the normal form of f modulo G is 0. Thus, by applying reduction steps repeatedly, we can decompose f in terms of the polynomials in G:
Example 1 Consider the set of polynomials S = {x
and the term ordering grevlex with x 1 x 2 . Let us reduce the polynomial x
Programming Model
In order to simplify the presentation, programs are represented as finite connected flowcharts with one entry node and assignment, test, junction and exit nodes, as in [12] . We also assume that the evaluation of arithmetic and boolean expressions has no side effects and so does not affect the values of program variables, which are denoted by x 1 , ..., x n .
Formally, nodes for flowcharts are taken from a set Nodes, which is partitioned into the following subsets (we show the respective symbol used in figures for each subset in parentheses below):
(1) Entry ( →). There is just one entry node, which has no predecessors and one successor. It means where the flow of the program begins. (2) Assignments ( ). Assignment nodes have one predecessor and one successor. Every assignment node is labelled with a variable x i and an expression f (x), thus representing the assignment x i := f (x). (3) Tests (⊂ ⊃). A test node has a predecessor and two successors, corresponding to the true and false paths. It is labelled with a boolean expression C(x), which is evaluated when the flow reaches the node. For example, the program in Figure 1 incrementally computes the sequence of squares of the first x 3 natural numbers, stored in the variable x 1 .
Ideals of Variety as Abstract Values
A state of the computation at any given program point is any tuple of values program variables can take. A set of states, considered as a subset of K n , can be abstracted into the ideal consisting of all polynomials that vanish in those states. This is how the abstraction function is intuitively defined.
At the abstract level, we work with polynomial ideals (more specifically, with ideals of variety, i.e., with ideals I such that I = IV(I)). To each arc a of the flowchart (which represents a program point), we attach an assertion P a of the form P a = { ∧ k j=1 p aj (x) = 0 }, or equivalently the ideal I a = p a1 (x), ..., p ak (x) , where the p aj ∈ K[x] are polynomials. The abstraction function, α = I : 2 K n → I, is the ideal operator, which yields the ideal of the polynomials that vanish at the points in the given subset of K n ; and the concretization function,
is the variety operator (where 2 K n denotes the powerset of K n and I is the set of ideals of variety in K[x]). Both (2 K n , ⊆, ∪, ∅, K n ) and (I, ⊇, ∩, 1 , {0}) are semi-lattices, and the functions defined above are morphisms between these semi-lattices. These operators form a Galois connection, as ∀A ⊆ K n ∀I ∈ I, I(A) ⊇ I ⇔ A ⊆ V(I). The semantics of program constructs for abstract values is given in Section 6 as transformations on polynomial ideals.
Our goal is to compute the ideal of the polynomials that vanish at the reachable states at each program point, in other words the invariant ideal at each program point. This can be done as follows. The output ideal of the entry node represents the precondition, i.e., what is known about the variables at the start of the execution of the program. After initializing the reachable states of any arc to the empty set (i.e., I a = 1 , the bottom of I), we propagate the precondition ideal around the flowchart by application of the semantics until stabilization, i.e., until a fixpoint is reached. To carry out this forward propagation, a particular iteration strategy can be chosen among several fixpoint algorithms [2, 10] . In order to guarantee termination, we assume that each cycle in the graph contains a special junction node, called loop junction node, for which the reachable states are extrapolated by means of a widening operator ∇. Intuitively, loop junction nodes correspond to loops, whereas simple junction nodes are associated with conditional statements.
Transformation of Ideals of Variety by Language Constructs
This section develops a semantics of programs in terms of ideals of variety; i.e., for each kind of program node, we show how the output ideal of variety can be obtained from the input ideals of variety and the relevant information attached to the node.
Program Entry Node
If we are given a conjunction of polynomial equalities as a precondition for the procedure to be analyzed, the IV(·) of the polynomials in it can be used as the output ideal of variety for the program entry node. Otherwise, if the variables are assumed not to be initialized, they do not satisfy any constraints and the tuple of their values may be any point in K n . This is represented by the zero ideal {0} = I(K n ), whose corresponding assertion is the tautology 0 = 0.
In the program from Section 4, if we do not assume anything about the initial values of x 1 , x 2 and x 3 , we take I 0 = {0}.
Assignments
Let I = p 1 , ..., p k be the input ideal of variety of the assignment node, x i be the variable that is assigned and f (x) be the right-hand side of the assignment.
The strongest postcondition of the assertion { ∧ k j=1 p j (x) = 0 } after the assignment
where intuitively x i stands for the value of the assigned variable previous to the assignment, and ← denotes substitution of variables. Our goal now is to express this formula in terms of ideals of variety.
, we translate the equality
and consider the ideal
This ideal I captures the effect of the assignment, with the drawback that a new variable x i has been introduced. We have to eliminate this variable x i from I and then compute the corresponding ideal of variety; in other words, we need to compute all those polynomials in I that depend only on the variables inx, i.e., I ∩ K[x], and then take
In our running example, assume that I 0 = {0} and that we want to compute the output ideal I 1 of the assignment x 1 := 0. Applying the above semantics, we take x 1 ∩ K[x] = x 1 . This means that, if we do not know anything about the variables and apply the assignment x 1 := 0, then x 1 = 0 after the assignment.
Although the ideas just presented are general and can be applied to any polynomial assignment, there is a common particular case of assignment that can be dealt with more efficiently than described above, and is thus worth taking into account. Consider a right-hand side of the following form:
where c ∈ K, c = 0 and f does not depend on x i . Then the assignment is invertible, and we can express the previous value of the variable x i in terms of its new value. It is easy to see that in this case
To eliminate x i from I , we substitute
in the p j . The output is then
For instance, assume that I 4 = x 1 , x 2 (i.e., x 1 = x 2 = 0) and that we want to compute the output ideal I 5 of the assignment x 1 := x 1 + 2 * x 2 + 1. As the right-hand side of the assignment has the required form, we take
Then, at program point 5, the variables satisfy x 1 = 1 and x 2 = 0, which is consistent with the result of applying x 1 := x 1 + 2 * x 2 + 1 to (x 1 , x 2 ) = (0, 0).
Test Nodes
Let C = C(x) be the boolean condition attached to a test node with input ideal I = p 1 , ..., p k . Then the strongest postconditions for the true and false paths are respectively
For simplicity, below we just show how to express the assertion for the true path in terms of ideals when C is an atomic formula. More complex boolean expressions can be handled easily [21] .
Polynomial Equalities
If C is a polynomial equality, i.e., it is of the form q = 0 with q ∈ K[x], then the states of the true path are the points that belong to both V(I) and V(q), that is to say V(I) ∩ V(q); in this case we take as output
For instance, assume that in our example I 3 = x 1 − x 2 2 and we want to compute the output ideal I 7 of the false path. Now C(x) = (x 2 = x 3 ), and so ¬ C(x) = (x 2 = x 3 ). According to our discussion above, then
2 , x 2 − x 3 , which means that at program point 7, x 2 = x 3 and x 1 = x 2 2 .
Polynomial Disequalities
If C is a polynomial disequality, i.e., it is of the form q = 0 with q ∈ K[x], then the states of the true path are the points that belong to V(I) but not to V(q), in other words V(I) \ V(q). So the output should be the ideal of the polynomials vanishing in this set difference, I(V(I) \ V(q)). The following result allows us to characterize this ideal:
are ideals and I = IV(I), then
PROOF. We recall that the quotient of two ideals I and J is defined as I : J = {p | ∀q ∈ J, pq ∈ I}. For the ⊆ inclusion, by definition we have to show that for arbitrary p ∈ I(V(I) \ V(J)) and q ∈ J, pq ∈ I. Since I = IV(I), it is enough to prove that ∀ω ∈ V(I), p(ω)q(ω) = 0. This is the case sinceω ∈ V(J) implies q(ω) = 0, andω ∈ V(I) \ V(J) implies p(ω) = 0.
As regards the ⊇ inclusion, we have to see that given any p ∈ I : J and ω ∈ V(I) \ V(J), p(ω) = 0. Asω ∈ V(J), there exists a polynomial q ∈ J such that q(ω) = 0. Since pq ∈ I by definition of the quotient of ideals and ω ∈ V(I), we have p(ω)q(ω) = 0 and therefore necessarily p(ω) = 0. 2 Thus, as I(V(I) \ V(q)) = I : q , we take I : q as output ideal.
For example, if the input ideal of a test node with condition C(x) = (x 1 = 0) is I = x 1 x 2 (either x 1 = 0 or x 2 = 0), the output for the true path is
which means that, after the test, we have that x 2 = 0 on the true path.
Simple Junction Nodes
Typically, simple junction nodes correspond to the merging of execution paths of conditional statements. If we denote the input ideals of variety by I i = p i1 , ..., p ik i for 1 ≤ i ≤ l (for a certain l ≥ 2), then the strongest postcondition after the simple junction is
Then the output ideal of variety is
s are ideals of variety and so satisfy I i = IV(I i ).
Loop Junction Nodes
A loop junction node represents the merging of the execution paths of a loop statement. As the following example illustrates, if we treat loop junctions as simple junctions, the forward propagation procedure may not terminate. That implies that we need to extrapolate.
For instance consider the loop junction in the running example, with input arcs 2, 6 and output arc 3. Assume that I 2 = x 1 , x 2 (so x 1 = x 2 = 0), , 2)). Then the new value for I 3 is
Notice that the zeroes of the polynomials above are such that x 1 = x 2 2 and either x 2 = 0 or x 2 = 1 or x 2 = 2; this is consistent with the behaviour of the program, since the semantics captures the effect of executing the loop body ≤ 2 times.
At the following step of the forward propagation procedure,
It is not difficult to see that, after t iterations of the forward propagation procedure,
It is clear, however, that only the first polynomial x 1 −x 2 2 yields an invariant for the loop, as it persists to be in I 3 after arbitrarily many iterations of the forward propagation. In [31] , we presented an algorithm in which ideal-theoretic manipulations were employed to consider the effect of executing a path arbitrarily many times. Below, we develop an approximate method by using widening operators, similarly as in the approach in [12] for linear inequalities based on abstract interpretation [9] .
Widening Operator
Let I be the output ideal of variety associated with a loop junction node, I prev be its previously computed value and J 1 , ..., J l be the input ideals of variety going into the loop junction. We need to perform an upper approximation of the set of states
, or by duality a lower approximation of
; that is to say, we have to sift the polynomials in the intersection so that:
(1) the result is still sound, i.e., all values of variables possible at the loop junction are accounted for, (2) the procedure for computing invariants terminates; and (3) the method is powerful enough to generate useful invariants.
Formally, we introduce a widening operator ∇ so that
Definition 3 A widening ∇ is an operator between ideals of variety such that:
(1) Given two ideals of variety I and J, then I∇J ⊆ I ∩J (so that V(I∇J) ⊇ V(I) ∪ V(J), as we do not wish to miss any state). (2) For any decreasing chain of ideals of variety
the chain defined as I 0 = J 0 , I j+1 = I j ∇J j+1 is not an infinite strictly decreasing chain.
These two properties take care of the conditions (1) and (2) mentioned earlier.
As regards condition (3), in Sections 7 and 8, we will give evidence that our widening operators are quite powerful.
Definition 4 Given two ideals of variety
, d ∈ N and a graded term ordering (such as grlex, grevlex), we define I ∇ d J as
where GB(I ∩ J, ) stands for a Gröbner basis of I ∩ J with respect to the term ordering .
Theorem 5 For any d ∈ N and any graded term ordering , the operator ∇ d is a widening.
PROOF. Property (1). Given two ideals of variety
Property (2) . Now let us prove that, for any decreasing chain of ideals
is not an infinite strictly decreasing chain. Since I 0 ⊇ I 1 ⊇ ... ⊇ I j ⊇ ..., we also have the decreasing chain
. So taking dimensions (as vector spaces), we have that
But this chain of natural numbers cannot strictly decrease indefinitely, as it is bounded from below by 0. Therefore there exists i ∈ N such that ∀j > i dim(
). We can assume that i ≥ 1 without loss of generality. As
and the two vector spaces have the same dimension, we get the equality
. Since i ≥ 1,
as I j is an ideal of variety. But by construction, we know I i ⊇ I j ; so I i = I j , which implies that the chain must stabilize in a finite number of steps. 2
As the reader may have noticed, we are thus defining a family of widening operators parameterized by the degree bound and the graded term ordering under consideration.
Applying the Widening
Let us apply the widening operator for d = 2 to our running example. Assume that
Taking the graded term ordering =grevlex with x 1 x 2 x 3 ,
So, in this case, the widening operator accomplishes its purpose, and at the following iteration of the forward propagation the output stabilizes, as we will see next in Example 6.
Example 6 Below we give the first two iterations of Gauss-Seidel's fixpoint algorithm [10] on our running example for d = 2. Our goal is to solve the following fixpoint equation, which has been obtained from the program semantics presented above (where we have considered that nothing is assumed about the values of the variables at the entry point):
I 0 = {0};
I 3 = I 3 ∇ 2 (I 2 ∩ I 6 );
The computation is performed using =grevlex with x 1 x 2 x 3 . Initially, ∀j : 0 ≤ j ≤ 7, I
(0) j = 1 . As nothing is assumed about the values of the variables at the entry point, I
(1) 0 = {0}. After the assignments x 1 := 0 and x 2 := 0 (which are not invertible), respectively
When dealing with the loop junction, since I 
I
(1)
When taking the true output path,
The assignments x 1 := x 1 + 2 * x 2 + 1 and x 2 := x 2 + 1 are invertible, and so:
Finally, when taking the false output path of the loop test, we add the condition x 2 − x 3 :
Notice that, from this iteration onwards, the values of I 0 , I 1 and I 2 remain the same. As regards the other program points, at the next iteration:
Of the following iterations we just show the computation of I (5) 3 , which corresponds to the example in Section 6.5.2 illustrating the application of the widening operator:
In the next iteration we get that ∀i : 0 ≤ i ≤ 7, I 
Completeness
We show in this section that the method is complete for finding polynomial invariants up to degree d, where d is the parameter in the widening, provided we restrict to a simplified class of programs: firstly, conditions in test nodes are ignored 2 ; further, all assignments are assumed to be linear (i.e., of the form x i := f (x), with f a polynomial of degree 1).
As seen in Example 6, the ideal-theoretic semantics of program constructs is used to associate a fixpoint equationĪ = F (Ī) to a program, where the unknownĪ stands for the tuple of invariant ideals for each program point, and F is an expression involving sum, intersection and quotient of ideals and elimination of variables. The least of the solutions to this fixpoint equation with respect to ⊇ yields the optimal invariants 3 ; unfortunately, in general, it cannot be computed in a finite number of steps by applying forward propagation. To solve this problem, the widenings proposed in Section 6.5.1 extrapolate the intersection of ideals when handling loop junction nodes, at the cost of losing completeness. However, Theorem 7 shows that the widenings are precise enough so as to keep all those polynomials of degree ≤ d of any fixpoint, in particular the least fixpoint:
Theorem 7 LetĪ
* be a fixpoint of the application F given by the semantics of a program (without widening). LetĪ (i) be the approximation obtained at the i-th iteration of the forward propagation using ∇ d at loop junctions. Then ∀i ∈ N and ∀a program point, I *
The proof of this theorem, which is given below, is based on the key property of the proposed widening operators: the extrapolation includes all polynomials of degree ≤ d of the intersection; in other words, given I, J ideals of variety,
In order to prove this, we first need to show that, given any ideal I, if we only take the polynomials of GB(I, ) of degree ≤ d (with a graded term ordering), then we can still generate all polynomials of I of degree ≤ d.
Lemma 8 Let I be an ideal of K[x]
and be a graded term ordering. Then
PROOF. Given d ∈ N, we can write GB(I, ) = {p 1 , ..., p s } so that the leading monomials are ordered increasingly (that is to say, lm(
Thus, we can assume that deg(p s ) > d and that there exists r such that 0 ≤ r < s and deg(p r ) ≤ d < deg(p r+1 ) (we define p 0 = 0 for notational convenience). Given any q ∈ I ∩K d [x], from Gröbner bases theory, we know we can write q =
The next result is the key property of the widening I ∇ d J: though it approximates from below I ∩ J, the approximation is good enough so as to include all polynomials of degree ≤ d that belong to both I and J.
Lemma 9 Let I, J be ideals of variety of
PROOF. By Lemma 8,
Finally, we give the formal proof of Theorem 7.
PROOF (of Theorem 7)
For the sake of simplicity, we prove the theorem for the naive forward propagation algorithmĪ (i+1) = F (Ī (i) ); the reasoning can be extended easily to other fixpoint iteration strategies.
The proof is by induction over i. The inductive step is proved by considering all possible cases of program points and checking that all polynomials of degree ≤ d of the fixpoint are retained.
For i = 0, by construction we have that for all program points a, I
(0)
Now let us assume that the theorem is true for i, and let us show that then it holds for i + 1. We distinguish several cases depending on the kind of program point a:
• If a is the output arc of the entry node, by definition the invariant ideal of variety at this point is a constant precondition ideal I ent . Thus I
• Let us assume that a is the output arc of an assignment node with input arc b labelled with x i := f (x i ,x i ) (for simplicity, we split thex variables into the assigned variable x i and the tuple of all those variables that are not changed,x i = x 1 , ..., x i−1 , x i+1 , ..., x n ). Then, by construction
, we also have that
Finally, by Lemma 16 in Appendix A and by the induction hypothesis I *
• Now assume that a t (a f ) is the true (false) output arc of a test node with input arc b. Since we ignore the conditions in test nodes, I
(i+1) at
• If a is the output arc of a simple junction with input arcs b 1 , ..., b l , by construction I
. And sinceĪ
• Finally, let us assume that a is the output arc of a loop junction with input arcs
). And by induction hypothesis, I *
; the latter implies that
Then by Lemma 9,
This concludes the proof. 2
As said above, the fixpointĪ * in the statement of the theorem may be the least fixpoint of F with respect to ⊇. Therefore, on termination of the approximate forward propagation with widening, the theorem guarantees that we have computed all the invariant polynomials of degree ≤ d.
The previous theorem makes the strong assumption that tests in conditional statements and loops are ignored, and that assignments are linear. Nonetheless, there are severe theoretical limits on the improvement on this completeness result: as shown in [28] , for undecidability reasons there cannot exist a complete method even for finding all the linear equality invariants in imperative programs with linear assignments and linear equality conditions.
Examples and Experimental Evaluation
Based on the program semantics presented in Section 6, we have implemented a polynomial invariant generator prototype using the algebraic geometry tool Macaulay 2 [19] on a Pentium 4 with a 3.4 GHz processor and 1 Gb of memory. Next, we show in detail the results of applying our implementation to several programs extracted from the literature; later on, we will discuss the performance of the invariant generator and the heuristics it employs.
Some Illustrative Examples
In this subsection several examples taken from the literature are analyzed by means of our polynomial invariant generator. Since we are interested in determining non-linear loop invariants, the default value of the parameter d in the widening is 2. If that does not work, then d is incremented.
Example 10
The first example has been extracted from [34] . It is a program that, given two natural numbers a and b, computes simultaneously the gcd and the lcm, which on termination are x and u + v respectively. Notice that the program has nested loops. Our implementation gives the same invariant for the three loops, {xu + yv = ab} , which is computed in 1.22 seconds (using d = 2). On termination of the outer loop, for which the invariant {gcd(x, y) = gcd(a, b)} can be found by other methods [4] , we have x = y ∧ gcd(x, y) = gcd(a, b) ∧ xu + yv = ab, which implies u + v = lcm(a, b).
Example 11
The next example is an implementation of extended Euclid's algorithm to compute Bezout's coefficients (p, r) of two natural numbers x, y (see [25] ), using a division program extracted from [6] . Note that it has several levels of nested loops and also non-linear polynomial assignments. We get the following invariants in 8.53 seconds using d = 2:
(1) Outermost loop:
{px + ry = a ∧ qx + sy = b} .
(2) Middle loop:
(3) Innermost loop:
The invariant of the outermost loop {px + ry = a ∧ qx + sy = b} ensures that (p, r) is a pair of Bezout's coefficients for x, y on termination of the program.
Example 12
The following example is a version of a program in [25] , which tries to find a divisor m of a natural number n using a parameter p:
var n, p, m, r, t, q: integer end var (m, r, t, q): is found in 2.61 seconds. This invariant, together with other non-polynomial invariants, is crucial to prove that on termination, if r = 0 then m is a divisor of n.
Example 13
The last example, which has been taken from [15] , illustrates the need of taking into account both polynomial equality and disequality tests. It is a program modelling the Illinois cache coherence protocol, in which all variables are non-negative by construction of the model. Using the notation of Dijkstra's guarded command language [16] for representing non-deterministic tests, the program can be written as follows:
The protocol is safe if and only if the formula (y = 0 ∨ u = 0) ∧ (y ≤ 1) is a loop invariant. Unfortunately, this property is not inductive and thus it requires an auxiliary invariant to be proved. When generating this auxiliary invariant from the program, a non-linear analysis 4 taking into account just polynomial equality tests [7] , or just polynomial disequality tests [27] , yields only trivial invariants; it is necessary to handle both kinds of tests. Our invariant generator gives in 7.68 seconds, the following loop invariant for d = 2:
Notice that (yu = 0) implies that (y = 0 ∨ u = 0); and that (y 2 = y) implies (y = 0 ∨ y = 1). Therefore, the generated invariant suffices to prove the safety requirements.
Heuristics and Experimental Evaluation
In this subsection we perform an experimental evaluation of our polynomial invariant generator and the heuristics it employs. Table 1 summarizes the results obtained after applying the tool to a benchmark of examples 5 . There is a row for each program; the columns provide the following information:
• 1st column is the name of the program.
• 2nd column explains what the program does.
• 3rd column gives the source where the program was picked from (the entry ( ) is for the examples developed up by the authors).
• 4th column is the bound d for the widening operator.
• 5th column gives the number of variables in the program.
• 6th column gives the number of conditional statements.
• 7th column is the number of loops.
• 8th column is the maximum depth of nested loops.
• 9th column is the number of polynomials in the loop invariant for each loop.
• 10th column gives the time taken by our implementation (in seconds). Notice that the invariants are always obtained in less than 9 seconds, even for the examples that require d = 3, and that, on average, it takes just over 2 seconds for the tool to analyze the programs.
Next, we briefly describe the techniques that we have employed to speed up the computation of invariants. To begin with, we have implemented an algorithm for computing fixpoints that incrementally selects branches of conditional statements: first, just one branch at each conditional statement that is encountered is taken into account, and invariants for every program point are computed; then, the invariant obtained at the previous stage is used as the initial condition for a new fixpoint computation, in which new execution paths are considered by analyzing both branches of one of the conditional statements for which just one branch had been considered so far; finally, this process is repeated iteratively until all branches of all conditional statements are taken into account.
Further, a sound heuristic employing finite fields is also employed when the number of conditionals in the program to analyze is greater than a parameter that can be set by the user (its default value is 3). The idea is to generate the invariant ideals in a finite field Z p (with p = 32749 by default), and then use these ideals as initial conditions for the computation of the fixpoint in the complex numbers C. This technique, together with the incremental fixpoint algorithm, has proved crucial to handling the worst-case complexity of Gröbner bases computations, which may be doubly-exponential in the number of variables (although, as it is well-known in the literature [1] , in practice Gröbner bases can be computed much faster for well-structured problems, which is most often our case).
Apart from implementing these ideas, the invariant generator also allows the user to decide whether to deal with polynomial disequalities at program tests by means of quotients of ideals, or rather to ignore them as it is done in general with tests which are not polynomial dis/equalities. By default, the tool ignores disequalities: all programs in Table 1 have been analyzed without computing quotients of ideals, except for the last five entries. The tool also allows skipping the IV(·) computations 6 ; in fact, the default option is precisely to avoid these computations. Of course, these two overapproximations come at the theoretical cost of losing precision. Table 2 shows the results of studying the trade-off between efficiency and accuracy. Again, there is a row for each program (we have only considered those programs in the benchmark that have polynomial tests in conditionals/loops); the meaning of the columns is as follows:
• 2nd column is the bound d for the widening operator.
• 3rd column shows the number of polynomial tests in the program.
• 4th column indicates the time (in seconds) taken by the tool with the default options, i.e., without computing neither quotients nor IV(·).
• 5th-6th columns refer to just computing quotients. Whereas 5th column indicates the time taken by the prototype (timeouts are 300 seconds and are represented by TO), 6th column compares the generated invariants with those obtained with the default options: we denote that the invariants have been improved by , otherwise we use #.
• 7th-8th columns are as the previous two, but when computing just IV(·).
• 9th-10th columns are as the previous two, but when computing quotients and IV(·).
Notice that the computation of IV(·) never improved the precision of the analysis, even though the involved overhead is sometimes prohibitive. On the other hand, the overhead when computing quotients is not so significant, and in some cases (like in the last five programs) it pays off; nevertheless, in general taking into account disequality tests does not provide any improvement on the invariants generated with the default options.
Finally, the prototype also allows the choice between different term orderings for the widening operator. For instance, the user can employ either the graded reverse lexicographical ordering grevlex, or the graded lexicographical ordering grlex (the former is the default). Independently from this, it is also possible to decide how variables that have been declared in different blocks are ordered: either we consider that the outermost variables are the greateast ones, or that the innermost variables are the greatest ones (the former is the default). Table 3 shows the effect of the different term orderings on the timing (for all cases, the obtained invariants were the same, and so there was no effect on precision). The columns provide the following information:
• 3rd column shows the timings with grevlex and the outermost strategy.
• 4th column shows the timings with grevlex and the innermost strategy.
• 5th column shows the timings with grlex and the outermost strategy.
• 6th column shows the timings with grlex and the innermost strategy.
From the results in the table, one can conclude that the choice between grevlex or grlex is not very relevant, since the difference between timings is rather small; however, it seems that grevlex tends to be better than grlex.
On the other hand, the underlying ordering between variables does have a potential impact on the performance of the tool, as can be seen with prod4br, euclidex1 or euclidex3. Unfortunately, it does not seem easy to decide which is the best strategy to follow in general.
Conclusions
We have presented a sound method based on abstract interpretation for generating polynomial invariants of imperative programs. The technique has been implemented using the algebraic geometry tool Macaulay 2 [19] . The implementation has successfully computed invariants for many non-trivial programs. Its performance is satisfactory as can be seen in Table 1 .
In the proposed method, the semantics of program statements is soundly expressed using ideal-theoretic operations. Obviously, only certain kinds of statements can be considered this way; in particular, restrictions on tests in conditional statements and loops, as well as on assignments, must be imposed. However, using the approach discussed in [23] , where an ideal-theoretic interpretation of first-order predicate calculus is presented, it might be possible to give an algebraic semantics of arbitrary program constructs using idealtheoretic operations. This needs further investigation.
Another issue for further research is the widening operator for ensuring termination. The widenings discussed in this paper, which retain polynomials of degree less than or equal to a certain a priori bound, work very well. But we will miss out invariants if the guess made for the upper bound on the degree of the invariants is incorrect. In that sense, the proposed method is complementary to our earlier work in [31] , in which no a priori bound on the degree of polynomial invariants needs to be assumed.
Also, since the method here introduced is based on abstract interpretation, it should be possible to integrate it with the well-known approaches for generating invariant intervals [8] , linear inequalities [12] , etc. More specifically, the semantics presented in Section 6 can be viewed as the description of the abstract domain of ideals of variety; under this more formal point of view, the concept of reduced product of abstract domains [11] provides us with the theoretical framework for this integration of invariant generation methods. However, it is not clear how the interface between the abstract domains should be beyond sharing linear equalities, as in some cases non-linear equalities implicitly imply linear inequalities, and viceversa: for instance, as shown in Example 13, y 2 = y implies 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 (and, assuming that y is an integer, the formulas are actually equivalent); this requires further research too. At any rate, the combination of both techniques would be an effective powerful method for generating invariants expressed as a combination of linear inequalities and polynomial equalities, thus handling a large class of programs. In contrast, we do not see how this is feasible with the recent approaches presented in [34] . The use of the abstract interpretation framework is also likely to open the door to extending our approach to programs manipulating complex data structures including arrays, records and recursive data structures. But by Lemma 14, finally g(f (z ,ȳ),ȳ) − g(z,ȳ) ∈ z − f (z ,ȳ) , and therefore
The next lemma is needed in the proof of completeness when showing that, after assignment nodes, all polynomials of the fixpoint of degree ≤ d are retained.
Lemma 16 Let z, z be variables andȳ be a tuple of variables different from z,z . Given f ∈ K 1 [z ,ȳ] polynomial of degree 1 and I ideal of K[z ,ȳ],
and we can write p(z,ȳ) = Q(z, z ,ȳ)(z − f (z ,ȳ)) + m i=1 R i (z, z ,ȳ)r i (z ,ȳ) for certain m ∈ N, Q, R i ∈ K[z, z ,ȳ] and r i ∈ I. By Lemma 14, we can obtain from this another decomposition of the form p(z,ȳ) = q(z, z ,ȳ)(z − f (z ,ȳ)) + r(z ,ȳ) for a certain q ∈ K[z, z ,ȳ] and r ∈ I. It is enough to see that deg(r) ≤ d.
Let us assume the contrary, that is to say deg(r) > d, and we will get a contradiction. Under this hypothesis, let us take = grlex with z z
